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Multiplicative random cascades (MRC) have been widely used for the disaggregation of coarse-

resolution time series (e.g. daily) to high-resolution ones (e.g. sub-hourly). With MRCs, the amount

of precipitation at any time step is partitioned into two parts, attributed respectively to the first

and second sub-division of this time step. The partition is repeated throughout the cascade levels

until the final temporal resolution is achieved.

In the so-called micro-canonical MRCs, the partition is conservative. The rainfall amounts R

1

and

R

2

attributed respectively to the first and second sub-divisions of the considered time step (with

rainfall amount R

0

), are expressed as R

1

=W

1

·R

0

and R

2

=W

2
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0

where the weights W

1

and W

2

are

complementary, i.e.  W

1

+W

2

=1. The possible values of W

1

 are:

Therefore, for a given time step, the disaggregation is determined by the value of  W:=W

1

.

The probabilities p

01

, p

10

and the distribution f

W

+

define the cascade generator of the MRC. For a

given location, they have been found to depend on different factors. The cascade generator

depends for instance on temporal scale, on precipitation intensity and on precipitation temporal

asymmetry, i.e. on the temporal pattern of precipitation amounts R

i-1

,R

i

,R

i+1

around the amount of

precipitation to disaggregate R

i

(e.g. Olsson, 1998; Hingray and BenHaha, 2005). p

01

tends to be

higher than p

10

in the case of a so-called "ascending" precipitation pattern (R

i-1

<R

i

<R

i+1

) and, p

01

tends to be smaller than p

10

in the case of a "so-called" descending pattern (R

i-1

>R

i

>R

i+1

). Different

models have been proposed to estimate p

01

,p

10

and f

W

+

. Analytical scaling models are used very

often because very convenient for simulation, but to date, they have disregarded the dependency

on asymmetry (Paschalis et al., 2014).

Our work presents an analytical MRC modelling framework that merges the strengths of some of

the different MRC models proposed in past years, allowing the cascade generator to depend in a

continuous way on temporal scales, precipitation intensity and precipitation asymmetry.



We first define a precipitation asymmetry index and show how it influences the parameters of the

cascade generator. This index is used to model the scaling dependency on asymmetry. We then

compare four different analytical MRC models that account for the dependency on the temporal

scale, precipitation intensity and/or precipitation asymmetry. An application to 81 stations in

Switzerland is presented where the performance of the models is assessed. Including the

asymmetry of precipitation in a model brings significant improvements in the reproduction of

observed temporal persistence of precipitation in the disaggregated time series. The proposed

model, with a simple parametrization, shows a great potential for regionalization, thus for the

application of the approach to sites with coarse-resolution data only.
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